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Article abstract
Postmodernity can be seen as a catastrophic implosion of contemporary
culture in a series of scenes reflecting excess, surplus, dis-accumulation and
panic. Like a seismography of this condition, this essay brings together three
"theses" related to the phenomenon of sport. Postmodern art, the "plastic "
body and the image in contemporary mass-media are presented as results of
veritable implosions : a) art is fragmented, exploded, and its
hyper-commercialization is ensured by the appropriation and the
reproduction of television mosaics and of various signs, symbols and products
of consumer capitalism, including sport ; b) the athletic body is reduced to
pieces, trained, fashioned and subordinated to the postmodern apparatus of
power on the epistemological, ideological, technological and semiological levels
; and c) sport as promoted through the media contributes to "excremental"
culture (Kroker & Cook, 1986) by reproducing the esthetic populism,
fragmentation, depthlessness and the effacing of history characteristic of
postmodern culture.
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